Present: Sue McFadden (chair), Helen Clements, Hailey Mooney (Pub) and Tom Durkin (ANSS member)

1. Minutes from Midwinter (virtual 2013) were approved.

2. Helen Clements advised the meeting that the bibliographies were to be archived and the Toolkits would replace. The committee may be given some responsibility for this later. Helen will have more information later.

3. Discussion of ANSS Currents reviews.
   a. Fall 2013
      i. Comparative review of HAPI, HLAS, and other Latin American Studies databases—by Bruce Bachand and Sara Williams
      ii. Science Direct—by Spencer Acadia
      iii. Questions about applicability to ANSS of more multidisciplinary resources.
         1. Resolved by Hailey Mooney.

   b. Spring 2014
      i. Springer Link—by Spencer Acadia
      ii. Criminal Justice (request a review)

   c. Other ideas for reviews
      i. Open Access Resources, e.g. EVIA. It was noted that many institutions cannot afford the subscription-based products.
      ii. Oxford Bibliographies Online—by Nancy Skipper and Deborah Margolis
      iii. Criminal Justice resources
      iv. Policy Map
      v. CQ State Stats
      vi. ProQuest Stat Abstracts

   d. There is a potential for Open Access resources featured in a column in Currents, brief information and link.
      i. Would there be guidelines?
      ii. Publications will advise

   e. Review chronology/alphabetical list—updated and sent to committee/Helen Clements.

   f. Meeting adjourned.